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Latest News

Young professors receive Early Career Awards from DOE

Philippe Butler posted on Aug 23, 2017

August 10, 2017 –
Lin Lin, an assistant professor of mathematics, and Eric Neuscamman, an assistant professor of
chemistry, have received 2017 Early Career Research Program awards from the Department of Energy to further their work on new materials.

news

Five Scientists Named AAAS Fellows

Philippe Butler posted on Nov 29, 2016

November 21, 2016 – Five scientists have been named Fellows of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). They include Eleanor Blakely (Biosciences), Mary Gaillard (Physics), Howard Matis (Nuclear Science), Krishna Niyogi (Biosciences), and David Shuh (Chemical Sciences). More>

news

Lab’s Abergel Receives ACS Rising Star Award for Women Scientists

Jim Kwak posted on Oct 26, 2016

WASHINGTON DC, October 26, 2016 – The award, sponsored by the Women Chemists Committee of the American Chemical Society, was established to help promote retention of women in science. Chemical scientist Rebecca Abergel is
among the 2017 recipients. Watch Abergel explain creating a pill to treat radiation exposure at a 2014 Science at the Theater event.